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use i n Provincetown Unfortunately, she died bee it was completed. Mr. Lancey’s
from
prominentwoman
opera singer, moved
when his sister
o permit any entertaining or a n y music in the house. The

Cape End Victorian Landmark

‘remarried and lived in Osterville, where
she died at a very old age. Their son
inherited the house a t Mr. Lancey’s
death, and it was purchased from him
by t h e Research Club.
After his wife’s departure Mr. Lancey and his sister moved into an
apartment in the basement of the house.
which had originally been constructed
summerhome and could never be
properly They remained there
deaths, living almost as
recluses.Many old Provincetown resdents still remember Mr. Lancey, out
the streets on cold days collecting
dung, which he used as fuel and
fertilizer for his garden.
e house was constructed by Mr.
Lancey, using a process which he had
discovered and invented to finish wood
so that it resembled t h e then-fashionable brownstone. With this method of
treating wood h e hoped to make a fortune, and although he did manage to
cumulate a sizeable amount of monnone of it came from his discovery.
building still contains much of
original French wallpaper, marble
aces and wide floorboards. A
w circular staircase on the top
constructed of plaster and wood,
to a lookout or widow’s watch,
or no apparent reason except the
owner’swhim and the architecture of

From the summit of the Pilgrim Memorial
352 feet above sea level
you
Monument
will enjoy an unparalleled view of the whole
The ascent of the Mounment is extremely
easy, an inclined plane, after the manner of
the famous Campanile San Marco in Venice,
with ramps taking the place of stairs. Persons
upward of ninety years and young children
have ascended the Monument without fatigue.

AND THE

HISTORICAL MUSEUM
Here are exhibits of the furniture and utensils dating back to the earliest days, whaling
gear, ship models, mementoes brought home
from distant lands by sailing captains.
Also an unusual exhibit of Arctic equipment
used by ADMIRAL DONALD B. MACMILLAN,
PROVINCETOWN’S NATIVE SON, FAMED
ARCTIC EXPLORER, and game brought back
by him from the frozen north. Admiral MacMillan, who has his home in Provincetown, is
the only living member of the Peary expedition who discovered the North Pole.

Note: All f u t u r e
articles on the
Historical Museum
will be f i l e d under

its new location
the site of the
ument

.

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
the basement and the second

Children under 12 - 25q
Admission charge covers both Museum and Monument

